Recommendations for Anti-Tank Co & Co "C" 802 T.O.

1 plat. Anti-Tank Co to support the A.T.K of 1st & 2nd Bn initially from vicinity 370 803. A.T. Co (- 3rd plat.) to be held in general support of reqt. in vicinity 378 808.

1 plat of Co "C" 802 T.O. Bn in direct support 1st & 2nd Bn.

1 plat general support 1911 740 616, vicinity 3768.
Recommendations for
Anti-Tank Co. & Co. "C" 802 T.O.

1 plct. Anti-Tank Co
to support the ATK
of 1st & 2nd Bn initially
from vicinity 370 803.
A.F. Co (- 3rd Plct.) to be
held in general support
of reqt., vicinity 378 808.
1 plct. of Co "E" 802 T.O. B.
in direct support 1st & 2nd
Bn.
1 plct. general support AE
11th Mobile, vicinity 3768.
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